
THE ANNIHILATOR OF A KNOT MODULE1

R. H. CROWELL

1. Introduction. Let Zt be the integral group ring of an infinite

cyclic multiplicative group generated by t. If KES3 is a tame knot

with group G = ti(S3 — K) and commutator subgroup G', then G/G'

is infinite cyclic, and its integral group ring is therefore isomorphic to

Zt. An important set of invariants of K, discussed in [3], are the knot

polynomials Ai, A2, • • -, which belong to Zt and satisfy Ak+i\ Ak and

| Ajt(l) | = 1. The abelianized commutator subgroup G'/G", if written

additively, is a Zi-module: Let v: G—^G/G' and p: G'-^G'/G" be the

abelianizing maps, and t — vga generator of G/G'. The action of t on

an arbitrary p.kEG'/G" is defined by t■ uk = p.(gkg~1). If a column is

deleted from the Alexander matrix of any Wirtinger presentation of

G, it follows directly from [4, §7] that the resulting square matrix is

a relation matrix for G'/G". In this paper we show that the annihilat-

ing ideal of the Zl-module G'/G" is principal and generated by Ai/A2.

2. Noetherian modules. Let R be a commutative noetherian ring,

and A a finitely generated i?-module. The set of all aER such that

a-a = 0 lor all aEA is an ideal, which we call the annihilator of A and

denote by a. Since any finitely generated module over R is noether-

ian [2, p. 15], there exists an exact sequence

(1) Xi->Xo-^X-*0

of i?-morphisms, called a presentation sequence, in which Xo and Xi

are free i?-modules with bases (xi, •••,*„) and (yi, ■ • ■ , ym), re-

spectively. The matrix (a,,) defined by

n

dyi = Y °<-ij-Xj,       i = 1, • • • , m,

is a relation matrix lor A. For each positive integer k, the ¿th ele-

mentary ideal2 of (ai3) is the ideal e* generated by the determinants of

all (» — k + l)X(n — k + 1) submatrices of (a,y). We adopt the conven-

tion that e4 = 0 if m<(n-k + l), and ek = R if (»-fc + l)<l. Obvi-
ously,
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1 This work was supported in part by the ONR, contract Nonr-3897(02).

' We have numbered the elementary ideals so that tk corresponds to At in the ap-

plication to knot modules. This numbering differs from both [3] and [7].
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tk C e*+i-

It is proved in [7, p. 90] that the elementary ideals depend only on A.

Moreover,

(2.1) tiEa,
(2.2) Vei=Vu.
A proof of (2.1), is given in [7, p. 93]. To establish (2.2), we first

prove that if R is an integral domain and ei = 0, then ct = 0. Let K he

the quotient field of R, and apply K®r to a presentation sequence

(1). Then 1 ®d is a linear transformation of finite dimensional vector

spaces, and, because ei = 0, its rank is are — 1. Hence K®R A ^0, and

it therefore contains an element k®r a^O. It follows that zero is the

only element in R that can annihilate a, and so a = 0.

To prove (2.2), it suffices to show that every prime ideal p that

contains d also contains a. Consider <b: R—>R/p, and apply R/p ®r

to a presentation sequence (1). In the resulting sequence the matrix

of l®d is (c6au) and is a relation matrix for R/p®rA. Its 1st ele-

mentary ideal is <6Ci = 0. Since i?/p is an integral domain, the above

lemma implies that the annihilator of R/p®rA, which contains

t&ct, is zero. Hence ctCp, and the proof is complete.

We define the deficiency of A to be the maximum of all numbers

re — m such that there exists an rezXre relation matrix for A. Notice

that the deficiency of A cannot exceed the number of trivial ele-

mentary ideals of A.

(2.3) Suppose that R is an integral domain and that A has nonnega-

tive deficiency. If ir-a = 0for some prime trER and nonzero aEA, then

eiCW-
Proof. Since any number of zero rows can be adjoined to a relation

matrix, we may assume that A has a presentation sequence (1) for

which m — n. Choose ax, ■ ■ ■ , anER so that e(^3",i ayx,) =a. Since

7T-a = 0,

n n n     /     n V

JZ von-Xj = dJZßi-yi= 1Z[ X) &■«« )• */•
j=l t-l j=\ \ ¿=l /

Hence
n

iroij = ^Z ßmi,       j = I, • ■ • ,n.

Writing 0: R-*R/(ir), we obtain

n

(¡>(va¡) = 0 = JZ <t>ßi<t>aa,       j = 1, • • • , re.
«-i
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It follows that either <pßi= ■ ■ • =<pßn = Oordet(<bai,)=d>det(aij)=Q.

Since R is an integral domain, the first alternative implies <z = 0 and

is therefore false. We conclude that <bti = <b(det(an)) = (<j> det(ay)) =0.

Hence eiC(t), and the proof is complete.

The preceding result is false without the requirement that A have

nonnegative deficiency. Consider the exact sequence 0—>(2, /)—>Z[/]

—>Z2—>0, and take the polynomial ring Z[t] for R, Z2 for A, 2 for ir,

and IEZ2 for a. Then tt-o = 0 and ei = a=(2, /), which is not con-

tained in (it).

3. Knot modules. Let A he a finitely generated ZZ-module. Since

Zt, besides being noetherian, is a unique factorization domain, any

ideal b is contained in a smallest principal ideal b*, equal to the

intersection of all principal ideals containing b, see [3, Chapter VIII,

§2]. The &th knot polynomial Ak is the generator, determined to

within a unit multiple, of t*. Clearly Aa^A^. A nonzero element

ot— ̂ Znktk in Zt is primitive if its coefficients {nk\ are relatively

prime.

Let Q be the field of rational numbers. Then Qt=Q®z Zt, the group

ring with rational coefficients, is a principal ideal domain which con-

tains Zt.

(3.1) Let b be an ideal in Zt. If ß generates b*, then ß also generates

the smallest ideal in Qt that contains b.

Proof. We may assume b^O. Clearly hEb*E(ß)o.i- Conversely,

let c be any ideal in Qt containing b, and choose a generator y which

is in Zt and is primitive. For any aEb, we have a = yh for 5GÇZ.

Gauss' lemma [l, p. 79] that the product of two primitive elements is

primitive implies that in fact oEZt, and so bC(Y)z¡- Since b* is

minimal, b*= (ß)ztE(y)zt- This implies ()3)qíC(7)«í = c and com-

pletes the proof.

Consider a presentation sequence (1) for A with relation matrix

(an). Applying Qt®zt, we obtain a presentation sequence for Qt®zt A

with the same relation matrix except that the entries an are now con-

sidered to be in Qt. It follows by (3.1) that A* generates the &th ele-

mentary ideal of the QZ-module Qt®zt A. Hence the structure theo-

rem for finitely generated modules over a principal ideal domain

implies that:

(3.2) The annihilator of Qt®zt A is generated by Ai/A2.

Since   A^Zt®ztA    under   a—>l®zta,   we   obtain

Q ®z A £É Q ®z (Zt ®zt A) Si (Q ®z Zt) ®zt A^Qt ®zt A

under the map g defined by g(q®z a) =q®zt a. We therefore get the

consistent diagram
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A--Q ®z A

(2) ä\     =    g

V       "
Qt ®zt A

where fa = l®z a and ha= l®zt a.

(3.3) Let A be torsion free as a Z-module. Then Ax is primitive if it is

nonzero, and the annihilator aEZt is the principal ideal generated by

A1/A2.

Proof. If Ai = 0, then ei = 0 and by (2.2) also a = 0. So we assume

Ait^O, and consequently ei and a are also nonzero. If Ai is not primi-

tive, it is divisible by some prime integer p. Hence d C(Ai) E(p), and

the latter is a prime ideal (Gauss' lemma). Hence aE(p) by (2.2).

Choose a^0 in a and write a = pkß, where p\ß. Then ßEa, so there

exists aG^4 with ß-a^O. Some one of the elements p'ß-a,j = 0, ■ • • ,

k — 1, is nonzero and of order p. This proves the first assertion.

Set ô=Ai/A2. Since A is a torsion free abelian group, the map/

in the diagram (2), and consequently h as well, is a monomorphism

[2, p. 130]. For any aG^4, we have 0 = S-ha = 5-(l ®Zt a) = l®zto-a

= h(d-a), and so o-a — 0. Hence 6G<L Conversely, suppose that a Get.

Then for any ßEQt and aEA, we have a- (ß®zt a) = (ß®zi a-a) =0,

and so by (3.2) we have a = yh for some yEQt. But 0 is primitive be-

cause Ai is, so Gauss' lemma again implies yEZt. We conclude that

G= (o)zt, and the proof is complete.

A partial converse to (3.3) is:

(3.4) If A has nonnegative deficiency and Ait^O is primitive, then A

is a torsion free abelian group.3

Proof. In fact, the deficiency must be zero, and ei = (Ai). Suppose

A contains a nonzero element of prime order p. As we have noted

above, p generates a prime ideal of Zt. It follows by (2.3) that (Ai)

= tiE(p), and so A! is not primitive.

The knot module G'/G" in the introduction has deficiency zero,

and its 1st polynomial is nonzero and primitive because |Ai(l)| =1.

It follows from (3.4) that G'/G" is torsion free as a Z-module and

from (3.3) that, as a Zi-module, its annihilator is (Ai/A2).

The square knot, for example, has polynomials Ai=(t2 — t + l)2 and

A2 = /2 — / + 1; so the annihilator a is the prime ideal generated by

t2-t + l. For the knot 82o* [6, pp. 41, 71], however, At = (t2-t + l)2

and A2 = 1, and a is therefore the primary ideal generated by

(t2-t + l)2.

3 This is also proved in [5].
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NOTE ON POINTWISE PERIODIC SEMIGROUPS

ANNE L. HUDSON1

An element x in a semigroup S is said to be periodic if there exists

a positive integer » such that xn+1 = x, and the least such », p(x), is

the period of x. S is pointwise periodic if each x in 5 is periodic. In

[4], A. D. Wallace asks the following question concerning pointwise

periodic topological semigroups.

Problem 3: If 5 is a pointwise periodic semigroup and is topologi-

cally an »-cell, is it possible that S\E is nonempty and p(x)>2 and

constant on S\E?

It will be shown that in a slightly more general situation than

that of the above problem, it necessarily follows that£(x)=2 on

S\E.
The following notation will be used throughout this paper. For a

semigroup S, E= {x: xG-S, x2 = x} and for eEE, H(e) is the maximal

subgroup of 5 containing the idempotent e. H=(J \H(e): eEE} and

functions y and 9 are defined as in [S], that is, for xEH, y(x) is the

idempotent of the unique maximal subgroup to which x belongs and

6(x) is the inverse of x in this group.

The following theorem will be proved:

Theorem. Let S be a compact semigroup with the properties:

(1) S = H,
(2) for eEE, H(e) is totally disconnected,
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